Appolinaire Audacieux 75cl (Metropolitan France)
A new discovery so delightful awaits you with "Audacieux". Your favorite drink based on Rum worked with icy
mint for a maximum of flavor and freshness... A pure treat!

Manufacturer:ETIS RP
Loyalty points offered:6
Price:24.00€
Criteria associated:
Alcohols : White Rum
Description:
To drink nature, Appolinaire Amour Passion will not leave you indifferent by the beauty of its bottle and
its alcohol. Tradition, innovation, here is the first sparkling alcohol of the kind. Revisiting the traditional
codes of Rum and Champagne, Appolinaire knew to make naturally sparkle the Rum without addition of
Champagne nor gas contribution. Appolinaire is only elaborate with Rum of the French West-Indian
selected carefully for its gustatory qualities. The flavor of rum (with its subtle and vibrating notes) is
exalted subtly by the fine sparkling bubbles obtained naturally. It is a slightly distilled but mostly
fermented rum. When intensity and delicacy meet for the most beautiful of weddings... Its surprising
12.7° of moderate alcohol will give you a balance between the character of the rum and the freshness of
the natural sparkling. An explosion of flavors awaits you: At the tasting, a beautiful yellow dress
supported. At the nose, a very pleasant scent of fresh mint. In the mouth, the attack is sweet and menthol
with a return of Rum... Fine bubbles obtained from a natural and traditional Champenoise method
highlight the French know-how. This product will be served for the aperitif or on a dessert (as well with
fruits as on chocolate notes). Nature, you will find the taste of Jet 31. Add 3 drops of lime juice (not its
zest) into your glass and then the Mojito taste will appear. Moreover, its stopper the Maestro was
selected for the particular identity which it gives to the bottle while preserving the prestige of the
bubbles. Here, Appolinaire Amour Passion does not speak to the famous writer. It is before all a family

